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Realistic Motion Estimation using Accelerometers

Liguang Xie

Abstract

A challenging goal for both the game industry and the research community of computer graphics is
the generation of 3D virtual avatars that automatically perform realistic human motions with high
speed at low monetary cost. So far, full body motion estimation of human complexity remains
an important open problem. We propose a realistic motion estimation framework to control the
animation of 3D avatars. Instead of relying on a motion capture device as the control signal, we
use low-cost and ubiquitously available 3D accelerometer sensors. The framework is developed
in a data-driven fashion, which includes two phases: model learning from an existing high quality
motion database, and motion synthesis from the control signal. In the phase of model learning,
we built a high quality motion model of less complexity that learned from a large motion capture
database. Then, by taking the 3D accelerometer sensor signal as input, we were able to synthesize
high-quality motion from the motion model we learned.

In this thesis, we present two different techniques for model learning and motion synthesis, respec-
tively. Linear and nonlinear reduction techniques for datadimensionality are applied to search for
the proper low dimensional representation of motion data. Two motion synthesis methods, inter-
polation and optimization, are compared using the 3D acceleration signals with high noise. We
evaluate the result visually compared to the real video and quantitatively compared to the ground
truth motion. The system performs well, which makes it available to a wide range of interactive
applications, such as character control in 3D virtual environments and occupational training.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Interactive Control of Full Body Animation

Computer animation has been very popular in both academia and industry for a long time since

Walt Disney introduced cartoon animation worldwide. So far, automatically generating realistic

character motion remains one of the main challenges in computer animation. A lot of effort has

been devoted to speed up motion synthesis, reduce monetary expense and increase the motion vari-

ety. However, the most important goal is to increase the realism of synthesized motion. Computer

animation can be categorized into several research areas, including full body animation, facial an-

imation, crowd simulation, hand animation and hair animation etc. Our work focus on developing

techniques for realistic human-like full body animation.

During the past 30 years of fast development, the computer animation research community has

provided various techniques for the creation of character motion. In the 1980s, Walt Disney pre-

sented a traditional technique calledkey-framing which later became very popular for generation

of character motion. Animators would create a series of key frames by hand; then all of the frames

1
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in between can be generated by interpolation.Physically based techniques reply on the laws of

physics, such asdynamics andkinematics, to realistically simulate character motion interacting

with the environment. Another important technique ismotion capture. Motion capture technique

is commonly used in commercial systems because the captureddata naturally keeps every detail in

human motion.

Much research effort has been devoted to develop motion capture data-driven approaches to take

advantage of retained attributes of the original motion andto get rid of the original limitation of

motion capture systems. Traditional motion capture systems are very expensive and restricted by

the capture environment. Even worse, motions that can be used are limited to the existing motion

data which is difficult to edit. Some early research focused on techniques for modifying existing

motion, such as blending, retargeting, path editing and physically based approaches. Gleicher pre-

sented a nice overview of early work on motion editing methods [14]. Most approaches involved

the reuse of motion capture data or the generation of new motion sequences. One popular motion

generation technique, called themotion graph, was proposed in 2002, in which a graph represen-

tation is constructed for motion capture data. Motion clipsare considered as graph components,

such as vertexes or edges. New animation sequences can be synthesized by searching for a path

that satisfies certain user’s constraints, such as sketchedpaths [22, 24], motion duration and spe-

cific pose at given keyframes [3] or behavior selection [24].In the past decade, motion capture

data-driven approaches remain the most popular in researchof full-body character animation.

In the research of full body character animation, providingthe user with an intuitive interface to

control motion of characters is difficult. The difficulty arises because human motion includes a

wealth of details. The motion data is usually high dimensional while most of available input de-

vices are not. Input devices include mice, keyboards, joysticks and other devices such as vision

based tracking systems (e.g., Sonyc© EyeToy) and inertial/accelerometer sensors (e.g., Wii
TM

Con-

troller). Such user interfaces provide simple and direct control signals with limited numbers of
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degrees of freedom, such as target location, velocity of movement and behavior type. The input

information is not enough and has to be supplemented using a prerecorded database that provides

various behaviors and transitions to generate the completemotion of characters. Using most user

interfaces, therefore, it is difficult to provide performance-driven control for complex human mo-

tions. Among the available input devices, accelerometers can provide users with intuitive control.

Additionally accelerometers have the potential to be ubiquitous because of their low cost and the

”real” feeling of control.

1.2 Problem Statement

Automatic generation of realistic character motion remains one of the main challenges in computer

graphics. Traditional motion capture techniques are very expensive and restricted by the capture

environment. Recently, data-driven motion capture approaches for character animation can pre-

serve the nature of the original motion, but synthesized motion is limited to existing motion data

that is difficult to edit. Thus a large motion database is required to extend scalability. In addition,

accelerometer-based animation systems have become very popular for the research of character

animation [39, 40] because accelerometers are low-cost andcan be found everywhere. However,

the inaccuracy of the acceleration signal makes it very difficult to create realistic animation directly

controlled by accelerometers.

Our goal in this thesis is to provide the research community with a motion estimation framework

to control the animation of 3D avatars interactively using aset of low-cost 3D accelerometers. Our

work involves developing techniques for model learning andmotion synthesis using a specific type

of control signal – the 3D acceleration signal received fromaccelerometers.
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Figure 1.1: System architecture.

1.3 Methodology

In this thesis, we propose a realistic motion synthesis framework to control the animation of 3D

avatars interactively using a set of low-cost 3D accelerometers. A prototype system is built on a

small number of Nintendoc© WiiTMcontrollers which are easy to attach to the human body. Using

Wii controllers as input devices, we are able to generate high quality motion data using our motion

estimation framework. The system we developed is easy to setup and imposes little or no restric-

tion on the data acquisition environment. The system takes advantage of realism and accuracy of

the data-driven approach, as well as the intuitive control of 3D accelerometers.

We estimate full body motion in two phases. Figure 1.1 shows aschematic overview of our sys-

tem. During the first phase, the data collection phase, we collect motion data from a professional

performer using a commercially available professional motion capture system. At the same time

we also capture 3D acceleration data from eight sensors (four Wii controllers) attached to the per-

former’s body. This one-to-one mapped, time synchronized data is used to create a large, high

quality motion capture database. In the second phase, the model learning phase, the data dimen-
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sionality is reduced, and a set of local linear models are built from the motion capture database.

In the third phase, the motion synthesis phase, we capture motion from a ‘regular user’ using only

the attached accelerometer sensors. We then estimate the corresponding motion using a local lin-

ear model created from the motion capture database. The proposed local linear model can estimate

high quality motion from low-dimensional noisy accelerometer data. Our local modeling approach

also enables us to scale the database to incorporate large amounts of motion without performance

degradation.

A technical contribution of our motion estimation framework is a nonlinear manifold learning

model from a prerecorded human motion database which is critical for the quality of synthesized

motion. The challenge of this research is to generate detailed and high dimensional motion data

(more than 80 dimensions) from noisy and lower dimensional sensor signals (fewer than 25 di-

mensions). We adopt a data-driven approach that builds a statistical mapping model between the

low dimensional input signal and high dimensional motion data by learning from a pre-captured

sensor and motion database. In our approach, the database consists of motion from various sport

actions, such as tennis, basketball, golf, etc. Global linear models [8, 36, 46] have difficulties in

handling this type of heterogeneous motion database as the high-dimensional database contains a

large number of complex and nonlinear structures (see Chapter 5 for more detail). To solve the

limitation of linear models, we useLocally Linear Embedding (LLE) to find a nonlinear manifold

in high dimensional motion data and to reduce data dimensionality. Our result suggests that the

nonlinear manifold learning model has better performance than traditional linear models.

Another technical contribution of our work is a proposed optimization method for motion syn-

thesis using an intuitive control signal. Compared to our previous work using interpolation, our

optimization method has several advantages. Optimizationprovides an optimal and ”reasonable”

solution that satisfies the objective function and constraints set by users. Our results show that,

using the acceleration received from accelerometers as control signals, our framework is capable
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Figure 1.2: Result of motion synthesis using interpolationand PCA. Four different actions (one in
each row) synthesized by our system. Each frame shows on the left side the actual pose and on the
right side the synthesized pose.

of generating more natural and more smooth motion than motion interpolation methods.

We aim to make our motion synthesis framework as convenient as video capture systems and make

it applicable to a wide range of applications, from video game interfaces and occupational training

to interactive character control in virtual environments (VEs).

1.4 Summary of Results

Relying on the database built during the data collection phase, we test the performance of our

system with two subjects performing various sport actions.The sensor signals are used as input

to our system to produce our human motion. This subsection summarizes our results from three

different techniques in our framework (Please refer Chapter 7 for more detail). Figure 1.2 shows
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Figure 1.3: Result of motion synthesis using interpolationand LLE. Two different actions (one in
each row) synthesized by our system. Each frame shows on the left side the actual pose and on the
right side the synthesized pose.

four different sports actions (one in each row) synthesizedby our system using interpolation and

a linear learning model. Rows from top to bottom show a seriesof poses of a tennis forehand, a

tennis backhand, a basketball shot and a karate middle blockrespectively. Each frame shows the

actual poses on the left side and the synthesized poses on theright side.

Figure 1.3 shows two different sport actions (one in each row) synthesized by our system using

interpolation and a nonlinear learning model. The first row is a tennis forehand shot, the second row

is a tennis backhand shot. Each frame shows the actual poses on the left side and the synthesized

poses on the right side. Figure 1.4 shows two different actions (one in each row) synthesized by

our system using optimization.

1.5 Contribution

In this work we demonstrate that a performance animation framework can be built by using low-

cost accelerometers to control the animation of 3D avatar. Various techniques are used for model

learning and motion synthesis. The performance of these techniques is also analyzed.
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Figure 1.4: Result of motion synthesis using optimization.Two different actions (one in each row)
synthesized by our system. The first row is tennis forehand, the second row is tennis backhand.

This thesis is an integration of my previous papers [45, 46].First, in model learning phase, we in-

vestigate two different dimensionality reduction techniques, Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

and Locally Linear Embedding. The accuracy of the two techniques are compared to the ground

truth motion which is simultaneously captured by an opticalmotion capture system. We demon-

strate that LLE is a more appropriate technique for full bodymotion data. Second, in the motion

synthesis phase, we investigate two different techniques for motion synthesis: interpolation and

optimization. The accuracy of both methods is equally good and thus have different performance

advantages. Interpolation is very fast, especially using alocal linear model. However, the syn-

thesized motion is not smooth because motion is synthesizedframe by frame. Optimization helps

synthesize smoother motion by using temporal information.But the computational cost of opti-

mization is high which makes it infeasible for interactive applications.

The main contributions of the thesis can be summarized as follows:

• We present a nonlinear manifold learning model for exactingthe key features of high dimen-

sional motion data and for speeding up the motion synthesis.

• We implement an optimization method for motion synthesis using an intuitive control signal
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and demonstrate the advantage over interpolation in term ofsmoothness.

• We demonstrate the accuracy of our framework by applying it to several complex motion

sequences for tennis and basketball.

1.6 Thesis outline

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter2 provides the background and de-

scribes the related work in this area. Chapter 3 explains thesystem architecture while Chapters 4, 5

and 6 provide the detailed descriptions of three phases in our framework. Chapter 7 shows the re-

sults to demonstrate the accuracy of our approach. Results from different methods, such as PCA

and LLE, or interpolation and optimization, are compared. Chapter 8 summarizes the paper and

discusses the contribution and limitations.



Chapter 2

Related Work

Our proposed work can be categorized into the research of performance capture for human mo-

tion, where human performance can be recorded by sensors andre-generated in the form of 3D

animated avatars. In this section, we will describe the existing work in this area, and then explain

why we are motivated to use accelerometer-based, data-driven approach for this research. We will

focus on reviewing interactive control for performance capture and data-driven approaches, respec-

tively. Related work involving nonlinear dimensionality reduction techniques for motion synthesis

is briefly discussed in the last part of this chapter.

2.1 Interactive Control of Performance Capture for Human

Motion

There exist a variety of performance capture systems for animation of human motion, which are

widely used for producing animated films for education, training, sports, and video games. De-

pending upon the technique used, current systems can be classified into two groups: optical sys-

10
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tems and non-optical systems. This section gives a review ofboth systems because our approach

involves both of them.

Optical systems

Optical systems utilize image data captured from several cameras that either track special mark-

ers attached to a subject, or recognize surface features identified dynamically for each particular

subject. Marker-based optical systems can generate high-fidelity animation data with all the subtle

motion detail. These systems perform best in the applications that mostly play back the original

data, e.g., animated movies. However, most popular opticalmotion capture systems, such as VI-

CON or Motion Analysis, are too costly to use for interactivemotion capture and motion control.

In order to lower the monetary cost of performance capture, researchers explored the possibility

of using standard video cameras, compared with expensive professional cameras. Chai etc. [9]

proposed a vision-based system that synthesized human motion online. His system required only

two inexpensive video cameras and a few markers attached to abody. Using the captured markers’

location as a low-dimensional control signal, the system can synthesize a wide variety of human

motion by querying a high quality motion capture database. Liu et al. [26] developed a data-driven

model to predict all motion capture markers using only a subset of the markers. However, they

both suffer from the occlusion problems characteristic of vision based tracking systems.

Recently, Aguiar et al. [1] presented a markerless approachfor video-based performance capture.

This approach requires 8 high resolution cameras and produces feature-rich human motion, com-

prised of high-quality geometry, life-like motion data andsurface texture of recorded subjects.

This multi-view stereo approach supports people wearing a wide variety of everyday apparel who

are performing rapid motion. Due to the feature-rich outputformat, this method supplements and

exceeds the capabilities of marker-based optical capturing systems. However, it is still a high cost
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approach and is limited by the motion capture environment.

Non-optical systems

Non-optical systems use acoustic, inertial or magnetic sensors or combinations of these sensors,

which are usually low-cost. The sensors signals provide a digital representation of motion that

provides control signals for motion synthesis. Oore et al. [29] presented a novel interface with six

degrees-of-freedom to interactively drive the character locomotion. Recently, Vlasic et al. [43] de-

veloped a hybrid motion capture system by combining accelerometer, inertial and acoustic sensors.

All the sensors are sewn into a wearable suit which removes the traditional restriction of motion

capture environments. However, the monetary cost is still high, and it is not an interactive system

because it requires post-processing time.

More recently, Shiratori et al. [39] designed and tested three user interfaces to physically control a

biped character using 3D accelerometers in Nintendo Wiimote. They showed that accelerometers

provide a better and easier user control compared with joysticks. Slyper et al. [40] presented a

performance animation system using five accelerometers sewn into a shirt. The sensor signals are

received by a computer through wires and continuously matched against a prerecorded motion

capture database. The scheme used in the system is simple because recorded motions simply

playback by searching for the closest match; however, theirsystem is not capable of generating

new motion sequences, which restricts its application.

2.2 Data-Driven Full Body Animation

Although marker-based motion capture systems can generatehigh-fidelity animation data with

subtle human motion detail, these systems reach the best performance only in the applications
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that mostly play back the original data. Editing the original motion capture data usually results in

non-realistic animations.

Many researchers have developed techniques for motion capture data reuse by editing and syn-

thesizing new motion sequences from motion capture data. Three different approaches have been

used: reordering motion clips using a motion graph [3, 4, 22,49], interpolating motion to generate

a new motion sequence [15, 21, 31, 44], and by optimizing a function to synthesize a new motion

sequence [8, 9, 36].

In this section, we first introduce the basic idea of a motion graph because a number of recent

articles have proposed methods based on the motion graph. Inthe following two subsections,

previous work using interpolation and optimization for motion synthesis is discussed.

2.2.1 Basic Motion Graph Approach

Motion graph methods were proposed in 2002 [3, 22]. Since then, motion graphs have became one

of the most popular methods for full body animation [4, 21] and facial animation [49]. The basic

idea of a motion graph approach is to organize a motion database as a graph and to reassemble the

graph components to form a new graph path which corresponds to a new motion. We review three

papers that capture the fundamental work on motion graphs.

Kovar etc. [22]were among the first to propose the motion graph to control and generate motion.

With the graph representation of motion capture data, the approach can be used to synthesize

different types of human motion with smooth transitions. The generated motion should satisfy a

set of user’s constraints, such as an arbitrary path specified by a user. Based on the prerecorded

database, Kovar’s approach allows automatically constructing a graph that captures connections

among different pieces of motion in the database. A branch and bound algorithm is then applied

in this graph to search for a motion path that satisfies user constraints.
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Arikan [3] proposed a similar approach at almost the same time. The basic differences are a differ-

ent representation of motion graph and a different graph search algorithm. In Arikan’s approach,

nodes of the graph are individual motion sequences and edgesare the transitions from frame to

frame, while in Kovar’s approach, all edges correspond to clips of motion and nodes are choice

points connecting these clips. Because of the different graph representation, branch and bound

algorithms are not suitable. Instead, a randomized search algorithm is used.

Arikan et al. [4] proposed a motion synthesis framework thatallow users to control the motion by

painting a timeline. The user would specify what types of behavior should occur during the motion.

The synthesized motion should satisfy the user constraints, including annotation constraints, frame

constraints and position constraints. The motion also should be continuous with smooth and natural

transitions between different behaviors. As a data-drivenapproach, however, the approach suffers

from the following limitations. First, the approach is not able to synthesize single behaviors and

composite behaviors if they are not in the prerecorded database. The approach assembles motion

clips from a database. The boundaries of motion blocks are not naturally connected, thus the search

algorithm can put any motion clip after another. To solve this problem, the author proposed a post-

processing phase to make the final motion smooth. The scheme also reduce the interactivity of the

system.

Motion graph approaches can preserve all the subtle detailsin the original motion data; however,

the synthesized motion is restricted to existing motion database because the approaches basically

select, not modify existing motion data.

2.2.2 Motion Synthesis using Interpolation

Using interpolation, the synthesized motion may have spatial/temporal variations that are not

present in the motion capture database. Interpolation allows novel and natural motion synthesis
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to satisfy the constraints specified by the users. Guo and Roberge [15] and Wiley and Hahn [44]

presented linear interpolation techniques for motion synthesis, while Rose et al. [31] use radial

basis functions (RBFs) to interpolate motions located in anirregular parametric space.

Kovar et al. [21] presented a novel data structure called aregistration curve to automatically blend

input motions into a new realistic motion. By constructing registration curves for input motions,

the algorithm can determine the relationships involving the timing, local coordinate frame and

constraints of the input motions. Compared with linear interpolation, registration curves can pro-

vide more realistic interpolation via schemes, such as coordinate frame alignment, timing and

constraints matches. The data structure also provides a shared interface for common blending

operations, such as transmission, interpolation and continuous control. However, the approach

suffers from a problem when the input motions have dissimilar poses. Moreover, since the ap-

proach doesn’t employ physical constraints, the blending may suffer from a foot sliding problem

where the supporting foot of character skeleton may slide when the motion is simply blended.

Safonova and Hodgins [35] provided an improved method basedupon motion graphs. By applying

a linear interpolation of two time-scaled paths in a motion graph, novel and natural motions are

generated to satisfy the constraints specified by the users.The interpolated motion graph takes ad-

vantage of the natural transitions provided by the motion graph and physically realistic motion pro-

vided by the interpolation. However, searching in an interpolated motion graph is time-intensive,

which makes it unsuitable for interactive applications.

2.2.3 Motion Synthesis using Optimization

Chai etc. [9] proposed a vision-based system that synthesize human motion online. The system

requires only two inexpensive video cameras and a few of markers attached to a body. Using the

captured markers location as low-dimensional control signal, the system can synthesize a wide va-
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riety of human motion by querying a high quality motion capture database. The main contribution

is that only using low-cost motion capture equipment and a small set of markers, the system could

synthesize high quality human motion in real time. The statistical model presented in the paper

could fast handle a large motion database because of low-dimensional representation of data and

the fast search algorithm. However, as a data-driven approach, the approach has the same problem

that other data-driven approaches have. Without similar motion data in the database, the approach

is impossible to synthesize realistic human motion.

Safonova et al. [36] utilize an existing motion capture database and proposed a optimization algo-

rithm in low-dimensional spaces to synthesize human motion. PCA is used on motion with similar

behavior to reduce data dimensionality thus the subject behavior has to be specific. The limita-

tion results from dimensionality reduction technique usedbecause for a global linear method, such

as PCA, it is hard to model a heterogeneous database which is possibly nonlinear. Global linear

models might be appropriate for Safonova’s application which is synthesis of motion without a

continuous control signals, however, it is not a best choicefor us. Similarly, Carvalho et al. [8]

presented a low-dimensional optimization framework that used a Prioritized Inverse Kinematics

(PIK) strategy. Two local motion models, i.e. PCA and Probabilistic PCA, are used to reduce

dimensionality and their performances are compared for solving the optimization problem. How-

ever, the approach is only limited to specific behavior, i.e., golf swing, suffering from the model

problem.

2.3 Nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction for Motion Synthesis

In this section, we will explain why we use nonlinear manifold learning methods for our approach.

PCA or other linear reduction techniques (see Section 5.1 for more detail) are commonly used in

the industry and research community of computer animation.However, it is difficult for linear di-
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mensionality reduction techniques to model a heterogeneous database which is possibly nonlinear.

Since late 1990s, a number of work has been devoted to developmore complex models to re-

duce data dimensionality in a nonlinear way. The nonlinear methods are designed to explore the

nonlinear structure for high dimensional data, considering the geometric factors instead of simply

projecting data by linear transformation. Isomap [41] is a nonlinear generalization of MDS [10].

Isomap is designed to preserve the geodesic distance between pairs of multivariate data point, in-

stead of simply taking Euclidean distance. The geodesic distance can present the distances along

the manifold. Roweis et al. [32] and Saul et al. [37] proposedLLE, an unsupervised learning

algorithm that calculates low dimensional embedding with topology preserving of neighborhood

relationship in high dimensional data. LLE is capable of discovering nonlinear structure in high

dimensional data by optimally preserving the local configurations of nearest neighbors. The ad-

vantage of LLE over linear dimensionality reduction technique (e.g. PCA and MDS) is that LLE

can correctly detect the nonlinear structure and project the multivariate data into a single global

coordinate system of low dimension.

Yeasin et al. [47] discussed the performances of several linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduc-

tion techniques in classifying universal facial expressions, i.e., PCA, Non-negative Matrix Factor-

ization (NMF) and LLE. Their results show LLE has highest recognition accuracy.

Elgammal et al. [12] employed LLE to find the low dimensional embeddings of silhouette mani-

fold. Given sequences of silhouette from monocular uncalibrated camera, a sequence of human 3D

poses are produced by RBF interpolations from the silhouette manifold to 3D pose in body joint

space. Likewise, Jaeggli et al. [17] proposed a body pose estimation system using video sequence

as input. The pose is synthesized from a statical model of 3D pose, dynamics, activity transition

and silhouette using sparse kernel regressors. Both of the approaches are offline. Our approach

is partly similar to Elgammal’s, however, our goal is different. We focus on real-time animation

driven by accelerometer sensors.



Chapter 3

Motion Estimation Framework

We propose a data-driven approach that uses a small set of low-cost 3D accelerometer sensors for

full-body motion synthesis. The challenge of our approach is that the sensor signal provides a

limited number of degree of freedom which do not adequately constrain all joint angles of a full-

body human model. The challenge of this thesis is how to use the low-dimensional sensor signal

to control the high-dimensional human motion.

To fill up the gap between the low-dimensional control signaland the high-dimensional output,

We utilize a data-driven approach with a prerecorded database of human motion to supplement

insufficient information provided by the sensor data. Givena new control signal, a high-quality

motion is synthesized using a piecewise linear model learned from the prerecorded database. In

our approach, there are three major parts: data collection,off-line model learning and on-line

motion synthesis. The following three chapters explain each part individually. Figure 3.1 shows

the overview of our system.

Data collection (Chapter 4): We first perform a series of off-line motion capture sessionssi-

multaneously using an optical motion capture system (VICON) and accelerometer sensors (Wii

18
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Figure 3.1: System overview.

controllers). Both motion capture dataQ and sensor dataC are pre-processed to reduce noise.

We then synchronize the motion data with the sensor data in order to get a precise frame-to-frame

mapping, i.e.Qt <=> Ct for everyt = 1...N, wheret is the time frame andN is the total number

of frames inQ andC. All data is then stored in a database for motion synthesis.

Off-line Model learning (Chapter 5): We propose to learn a piecewise linear model from the

existing high quality motion database. Our model learning consists of three steps: data dimen-

sionality reduction, data clustering and mapping, and piecewise local model building. First, data

dimensionality reduction techniques are used to represented human motion data and sensor data in

the low-dimensional space. The low-dimensional representation reduces the computational time

required for the following phase of motion synthesis. More importantly, the low-dimensional rep-

resentation discloses the underlying structure in high-dimensional data, which is helpful for data
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clustering algorithm obtaining a suitable partition. Second, a data clustering technique is to parti-

tion the human motion data into several clusters in low-dimensional space. The motion data within

one cluster shares high similarity, which makes local linear model building possible. The final step

of model learning is to pre-compute a series of local models in the low-dimensional space. The

quality of the local models are important to realism and smoothness of synthesized motion.

In Chapter 5, two types of piecewise models, i.e.,Radial Basis Function (RBF) interpolation model

andmultivariate Gaussian model, are presented respectively. They are followed by two different

motion synthesis methods described in Chapter 6.

Online Motion Synthesis (Chapter 6): During the motion synthesis phase, the user performs

actions using only 3D acceleration sensors attached to the body. Using this sensor data as in input,

we synthesize high quality motion data frame by frame. Here we use two different strategies, i.e.,

interpolation and optimization for motion synthesis. Bothstrategies has their own advantages as

well as limitations, which are compared and analyzed in Chapters 6 and 7.

Interpolation: Motion estimation with interpolation relys on the RBFs interpolation model built in

the previous phase. Given new value of control signal ˜ct at time framet, the motion sequences

in the RBFs model can be interpolated to compute a new motion frame ˜qt that matches the spec-

ified control signal. Technically, for each frame of the input sensor data ˜ct , we apply the RBF

interpolation function of the cluster associated with the input data. Interpolation is fast and easy

to implement, however, the problem is the result is not that smooth because of lack of temporal

knowledge [46].

Optimization: Motion estimation with optimization depends on the multivariate Gaussian model.

For each frame of the input sensor data ˜ct , we optimize an objective function to get an optimal

motion frame ˜qt that satisfies a variety of constraints. Our objective function uses three terms:

model, control and smoothness.



Chapter 4

Data Collection and Representation

In this chapter we describe data collection in our system to capture a high quality database, which

is important to the quality of the synthesized motion. Our data collection process includes data cap-

ture, synchronization and pre-processing, each of which isdescribed in this chapter respectively.

Explanation of the symbols and terminology used throughoutthis thesis are also presented.

4.1 Data Capture

We perform an off-line motion capture session to create a motion database which consists of two

types of synchronized data. One is high quality motion capture data, acquired using a Vicon optical

motion capture system. The other type is accelerometer sensor data received from Wii controllers.

To capture human motion, we use a system with 8 Vicon MX seriescameras at a frame rate of 60

frames per second. Simultaneously, accelerometer sensor data are captured using eight low cost

3D accelerometers embedded in Wii controllers (e.g. four Wii Remote and four Wii Nunchuks)

with a range of±3g. The sensor data is transmitted through a bluetooth interface at a frame rate of

21
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Figure 4.1: Data collection: an optical motion capture system and a 3D acceleration sensor based
data acquisition system are used in parallel. There are 45 retro-reflective markers and eight sensors
(four WiiTMNintendo controllers) attached to the performer.

up to 100 frames per second. Compared with professional motion capture systems, accelerometer

sensors are cheap and easy to set up. Moreover, they doesn’t suffer from occlusion problem like a

vision based system,

Figure 4.1 shows the studio for motion capture, where 45 retro-reflective markers and eight ac-

celerometers are attached to the performer’s body. The sensors are attached to the arms and legs

since they provide most of the movements for a majority of human actions. The signals of all the

3D acceleration sensors are transmitted to a computer, thenconverted into sensor frames.

After captured, sensors frames are synchronized with motion data frames because two types of

data have inconsistent frame-rates (see Section 4.2). Pre-processing is performed to reduce noise

that are resulted from the wireless environment (see Section 4.3).
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4.2 Data Synchronization

The motion data and the sensor data are acquired simultaneously; however, they have inconsistent

frame-rates, which makes them not suitable for direct use. In this section, both types of data are

synchronized by building an one-to-one correspondence between the motion data and the sensor

data from the optical motion capture system and all the accelerometers, respectively. When data

is being captured, the sensors transmit signal independently of each other in the wireless medium.

Moreover, data received from different sensors is at variable frame-rates owing to packet loss in

the wireless environment, in contrast to the motion data at aconsistent frame-rate. A simple idea

of data synchronization is that the sensors should be synchronized at a constant frame-rate of 60Hz

to match the frame rate of the motion capture system. Detailed solution is given in our previous

paper [46].

4.3 Data Pre-Processing

Before storing the captured data into the database, we remove noise in both the the optical motion

capture data (i.e. motion data) and sensor data. Noise reduction is crucial for the quality of the

output data and this pre-processed data is used later in model learning (see Chapter 5) and motion

synthesis(see Chapter 6). For the motion data, we use quaternions to represent joint rotation so

that congruent angles (e.g. 0◦ and 360◦) are represented using the same numerical value. Noise

in the motion data due to marker occlusion (e.g. missing markers, jittery animation) is removed in

the post-processing step of the data capture stage.

Noise in the sensor data mainly results from the wireless environment. To attain high resolution

accelerator data, we use high-bandwidth Bluetooth receivers which are very sensitive but usually

receive some noise from the wireless environment. Not surprisingly, there exist a few arbitrary
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Table 4.1: Motion types, frame numbers and duration in the database.

Actions Frame number Duration
tennis forehand 1121 18.7s
tennis backhand 1004 16.7s
basketball shot 1300 21.7s
golf swing 1201 20.0s
karate middle block 456 7.6s
Total 5082 84.7s

frames the values of which are beyond the value range we expect from the sensors. By using a

low-pass filter, these values are automatically detected and replaced by quantities that are estimated

from the neighboring data using least square function.

4.4 Data Representation

In the data collection process, we capture a high quality database which contains five different

types of full-body actions: tennis forehand, tennis backhand, basketball shot, golf swing and karate

middle block. The subjects perform each action several times ( from four to eight depending on

the action). To collect a dense database, the subjects perform one action with slightly different

styles. For example, tennis forehand action has strokes at ahigh point, strokes at a middle point

and strokes at a low point. Table 4.1 shows the frame number and duration of each action.

There areN frames of data in the database, which can be represented as

{(ct ,qt)|t = 1, . . . ,N},

wherect is a 24 dimensional frame of sensor data representing the acceleration signal on the body
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at the time framet. ct is received by a total of eight sensors, each of which provides 3 dimensional

acceleration signal.qt is a 88 dimensional frame of optical motion capture data and it represents a

pose at the time framet. qt contains the necessary information depicting a pose, including a global

root location, a global orientation and local joint rotations. Local joint rotations are represented in

the form of quaternion format. In addition,N = 5082 is the total number of frames in our database.

Note that there is one-to-one correspondence betweenct andqt .



Chapter 5

Model Learning

Acquired in the phase of data collection, our large and heterogeneous database includes a variety of

motion data. However, there exist quite a few difficulties indirectly using such a database for mo-

tion synthesis. First, the database contains a variety of nonlinear complex structure. Moreover, the

acceleration signal from a small set of accelerometers sensors attached on a user is low-dimensional

while the motion we want to synthesize is high-dimensional.Thus the acceleration signal does not

provide sufficient controlling information to adequately constrain the joint angles space of a full-

body human model. Furthermore, the acceleration signal provided by accelerometers is usually

noisy with many outliers because of the accuracy limitationof electronic devices. Using a noise

control signal can easily cause a jitter problem in the generated animation.

Several data-driven approaches are under consideration for our problem. A motion playback ap-

proach may be the first that comes to mind. Not surprisingly, some research efforts have been

made. Slyper et al. [40] use the accelerometer sensor signalto query a structured database of hu-

man motion, and select the closest matching sequences of motion from the motion database. Simi-

larity, Kumar [23] utilizes a motion graph approach for motion synthesis. A common weakness of

motion playback approaches is the incapability of synthesizing completely new motion which is

26
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not included in the existing database. A model-based approach is a popular alternative for motion

synthesis. Essentially a mathematical model is learned from the existing data and developed to

recognize the fundamental features. However, not every model is suitable for our problem, e.g. a

global model. The heterogeneous and highly non-linear property of our database is very difficult

to represent using a global model. In addition, a global model is computationally expensive.

To address the issues mentioned above, we propose to learn a piecewise linear model from the

existing high quality motion database. A piecewise linear model can exploit effective techniques

(i.e. dimensionality reduction techniques) to uncover thenon-linear structure of motion database.

With regard to computational cost, a piecewise model can reduce the cost by constraining the

solution space. While used in the following motion synthesis phase, the local models we present

are capable of constraining the solution space and also restricting the jitter problem. In this chapter,

two types of piecewise models, i.e., radial basis function interpolation model and multivariate

Gaussian model, are presented that are utilized in two different motion synthesis methods described

in Chapter 6.

Our problem is stated as follows: Given the human motion data{(qt)|t = 1, . . . ,N} in the data set

of motion captureQ and the sensor data{(ct)|t = 1, . . . ,N} in the data set of sensor signalC, our

piecewise local model builds a mapping function fromC space toQ space (see Section 5.3.1 ) or

measures a-priori probability of a new motion frameq̃t in its local region (see Section 5.3.2).

Our solution for model learning consists of three steps: data dimensionality reduction, data clus-

tering and mapping, and piecewise local model building. First, data dimensionality reduction

techniques are used to represented human motion data and sensor data in the low-dimensional

space. The low-dimensional representation reduces the computational time required for motion

synthesis described in Chapter 6. More importantly, the low-dimensional representation discloses

the underlying structure in high-dimensional data, which is helpful to data clustering algorithm
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Figure 5.1: An illustrative diagram for sample motion data.Each color denotes one cluster.

for obtaining a suitable partition (see Fig. 5.1). Second, adata clustering technique partitions the

human motion data into several clusters in low-dimensionalspace. The motion data within one

cluster shares high similarity, which makes local linear model building possible. The final step

of model learning is to pre-compute a series of local models in the low-dimensional space. The

quality of the local models is important to realism and smoothness of synthesized motion.

Figure 5.1 is an illustrative diagram for sample motion data. The motion data forms a cycle in a 2D

space. The 2D representation of motion data, which retains amajority of the original information,

is difficult to analyze by traditional statistical methods.Not surprisingly, there exist a variety of

nonlinear manifolds in a higher dimensional space in the original motion data. The key idea of our

approach is to pre-compute piecewise low-dimensional linear models which are used during the

online motion synthesis phase.

In this chapter, we describe model learning process, including dimensionality reduction, database

clustering and mapping, and piecewise local model building, respectively.
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5.1 Data Dimensionality Reduction

5.1.1 Introduction to Dimensionality Reduction Techniques

In past decades, advances in motion capture data collectionhave led to an information overload in

computer animation. There are many free motion capture databases available on the Internet. For

instance, the CMU graphics lab motion capture database is one popular database in the computer

animation research community. The dramatic increase in motion data brings researchers a chal-

lenge. The increasing number of captured frames and variables associated with each frames are

difficult to handle. In particular, the dimension of human motion is usually large (more than 60)

because many subtle details have be included in human motion.

One of the problems associated with high-dimensional data is that many traditional statistical

methods, such as statistical clustering methods, fail to analyze the data. Additionally, the high-

dimensional data is very hard to visualize and understand. It would be interesting to reduce the

the dimensionality of the original data while retaining itsoriginal attributes. What makes dimen-

sionality reduction possible is that not all the dimensionsin the high-dimensional data are that

”important” for understanding the principal phenomena. For instance, a number of degrees of

freedom are highly correlated in human motion, and only a fewdegrees of freedom are really

”important” for capturing the body movement.

In the mathematical terms, data dimensionality reduction can be stated as follows [13]: given a

p-dimensional random variablex = (x1, ...,xp)
T , find a lower dimensional representationy, where

y = (y1, ....yk)
T with k < p. The new representation withk components can preserve the majority

of the information in the original data while reducing data dimension according to some different

criteria.

Based upon different criteria, dimensionality reduction techniques are classified into two major
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types: linear and non-linear. Popular examples of linear dimensionality reduction techniques are

principle component analysis (PCA), independent component analysis (ICA), multidimensional

scaling (MDS) and factor analysis (FA). Popular examples ofnon-linear dimensionality reduction

techniques are Isomap, Isotop and locally linear embedding(LLE). Fodor [13] give a nice review of

dimensionality reduction techniques while Lee and Verleysen [25] discuss existing and advanced

methods for reducing data dimensionality nonlinearly.

5.1.2 Linear Dimensionality Reduction

In essence, linear dimensionality reduction techniques attempt to findk < p of the new variables to

represent the original data. Each of the new variableyi, wherei = 1, ...,k, is the linear combination

of the original variables.

yi = wi,1x1+wi,2x2+ ...+wi,pxp . (5.1)

For the original data setX of dimensionp×n, the new representationY = WX , where Y isk×n

and W is a linear transformation matrix with dimensionk × p. Linear dimensionality reduction

techniques are easy to understand and implement. The differences among the various linear tech-

niques are the means of finding the transformation matrixW .

Since introduced in 1986, Principle Component Analysis hasremained the best linear dimension-

ality reduction technique in the mean-square error sense [16, 20]. PCA is commonly used in

computer animation research because of its simplicity and efficiency. The basic idea of PCA is to

approximate the data and find a set of new bases by minimizing the mean square error. Given a data

set, PCA first identifies a set of the most meaningful bases to represent the original data set; PCA

then projects the original data set onto the new bases for thelow-dimensional representation. Here

we refer to a new meaningful basis as a principle component. All of the new bases are orthogonal.

The value of an associated variance indicates the importance of a principal component. The top
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Figure 5.2: Applying PCA to 2D sample data.

principal component associated with large variances represents important hidden structure while

those with lower variances represents noise in the originaldata set. Figure 5.2 shows an example

of applying PCA to 2D sample data.

There are several algebraic solutions to PCA, including eigenvector decomposition and singular

value decomposition (SVD). Here we describe the eigenvector decomposition which consists of

the following steps:

1. Subtract the mean̄X from original data setX .

2. Compute the covariance matrix∑p×p = 1
n(X − X̄)(X − X̄)T . The larger values in∑ reflect

larger correlations between two variables. In the diagonalterms, large values mean more

importance of the corresponding values. In the off-diagonal terms, large values present large

correlations between two variables which means high redundancy of the data.

3. Compute the eigenvectors of∑p×p. Based upon decomposition theorems,∑ =UΛUT where

Λ = diag(λ1, ...,λp) is the diagonal matrix of the ordered eigenvaluesλ1 > λ2 > .... > λp
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andU is a p× p orthogonal matrix containing the eigenvectors.

4. Compute the new representation (principal components)Y by Y = UT X . We usually use

parts ofU including biggestk eigenvectors corresponding to largestk eigenvalues.

Applying PCA to the Existing Database

For our motion capture data setQ, whereQ = {qi|i = 1,2, ..,N} (N is the total number of frames),

we first apply PCA to reduce the dimensionality of motion capture dataQ. In our case we reduce

the dimensionality from 72 to 7 (Before applying PCA, character orientation and empty degree of

freedoms are removed so that the dimension drops from 88 to 72). PCA users have to specify the

lower dimension. Here we select 7 as the lower dimension by considering the computational cost

and accuracy. The top seven principal components can capture as high as 99% of the motion vari-

ance while dramatically reducing the computational cost ofmodel learning and motion synthesis.

The reduced dimension datari is produced by PCA using Equation 5.2:

ri = (qi − q̄)A−1, (5.2)

whereq̄ is the mean value, andA is the transformation matrix built from the eigenvectors corre-

sponding to the largest seven eigenvalues of the covariancematrix.

Limitation of Linear Dimensionality Reduction Techniques

When the data dimension is high, linear dimensionality reduction techniques, such as PCA, are

very useful for removing a large number of useless dimensions. However, PCA and other lin-

ear techniques perform poorly when applied to the data with complex nonlinear structure. Fig-

ure 5.3(a) shows a set of 2D points with nonlinear structure.Traditional linear techniques poorly
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: An example of 2D Swiss roll with non-linear structure. (a) Applying PCA to 2D swiss
roll. A black point is connected to its neighboring points with green lines. The red arrow lines
show two bases detected by PCA. (b) Applying piecewise PCA to2D swiss roll. Orange arrow
lines show a set of bases in each cluster detected by piecewise PCA.

support such a nonlinear underlying structure. No matter which direction the original data is pro-

jected to, much data variance would be lost, as shown in Fig. 5.3(a).

Piecewise linear techniques were proposed to solve the limitation of traditional linear techniques.

Typically, piecewise linear techniques segment the data space into disjoint regions using a clus-

tering algorithm. Traditional PCA is then applied to every cluster. Figure 5.3(b) shows piecewise

techniques can partially disclose the nonlinear structure; however, the original data is not projected

onto a single coordinate. Furthermore, the performance of piecewise techniques depends highly

upon the number and the quality of clusters.

5.1.3 Nonlinear Dimensionality Reduction

To fully disclose a nonlinear structure, much work has been devoted to develop a more complex

model for reducing data dimensionality in a nonlinear way since the late 1990s. These nonlinear

methods take geometric factors into consideration, instead of simply projecting data by a linear

transformation. Lee and Verleysen [25] classified nonlinear methods into two types: distance
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preservation methods and topology preservation methods. Distance preservation methods attempt

to preserve pairwise distances measured in the data set while topology preservation methods at-

tempt to reproduce the data topology in the low-dimensionalspace. Distance preservation meth-

ods, such as Isomap and Kernel PCA, are easy to understand andcompute. However, they are

constrained by the distance function. In human motion data,using only a distance does not work

well because the motion of distinguished behaviors may lookclose in term of distance. Here the

topology captures the similarity of human motion more clearly than distance. Therefore, we em-

ploy Locally Linear Embedding, a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique with topology

preservation as described in the following subsection.

Applying LLE to the Existing Database

In our approach, the database consists of motions from various sports, such as tennis, basketball

and golf, etc. Global linear models have difficulties handling these types of heterogeneous motion

databases [8, 36, 46]. Nonlinear dimensionality reductiontechniques with distance preservation,

such as Isomap, have difficulties in interpreting the similarity of human motion data [38]. To

circumvent such limitations, we use a nonlinear model in a reduced-dimension space with topology

preservation. We use LLE to learn the nonlinear manifold in the high-dimensional motion data.

Our result shows that the nonlinear manifold learning modelhas better performance than linear

models (see Section 7.2).

LLE is initially introduced for the problem of nonlinear dimensionality reduction by Roweis

et al. [32] and Saul et al. [37]. ”It is an unsupervised learning algorithm that computes low-

dimensional embedding with neighborhood relationship preserving of high-dimensional data.” [32].

A key assumption is that for some numberK, theK-neighbors of points are locally linear. By this

assumption, LLE can be used to discover nonlinear structurein high-dimensional data by opti-

mally preserving the local configurations of nearest neighbors. The advantage of LLE over linear
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Figure 5.4: Steps of locally linear embedding [32].

dimensionality reduction techniques, such as PCA and MDS, is that LLE can correctly detect the

nonlinear structure and project the multivariate data intoa single global coordinate system of low

dimension.

The basic idea of LLE is: givenN input vectors{x1,x2, . . . ,xN},xi ∈ Rd, LLE calculates new

vectors{y1,y2, . . . ,yN},yi ∈ Rm, wherem ≤ d, such that an objective functionφ(yi) is minimized.

Normally, LLE consists three steps illustrated in Fig. 5.4 :

• Select neighbours: find thek nearest neighbors for eachxi.

• Reconstruct with linear weights: measure reconstruction error resulting from the approxi-

mation of each point by its neighbors and calculate the reconstruction weightswi j which

minimize the error.

• Map to embedded coordinates: compute the low-embedding vectors yi by minimizing the
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Figure 5.5: Applying LLE to 2D Swiss roll. Blue arrow lines show a basis detected by LLE.

embedding function with the reconstruction weightswi j.

In the first stage, we findk nearest neighbors for allxi ∈ Rd in the d-dimensional space. The

Euclidean distance is used to measure the geodesic distancebetween two vectors.

In the second stage, we calculate reconstruction error by:

ε(W ) = s
N

∑
i=1

|xi −
k

∑
j=1

wi jxi j|
2, (5.3)

wherexi j| j = 1, . . . ,k denote thek nearest neighbors ofxi, andwi j is the weight of the neighbor.

Here, we should notice thatwi j = 0 whenx j is not counted as the neighbor ofxi, and for all the

neighbors ofxi,
k

∑
j=1

wi j = 1. As the design of LLE,wi j reflects the intrinsic geometric properties of

the original data, and we can find a linear mapping to be a approximate representation of the data.

In the final stage, we are going to compute the embedding vectors yi of the original vector dataxi

in the low-dimentional embedding space. To preserve the local geometric properties of the original

space, we minimize the following embedding cost function:

φ(Y ) =
N

∑
i=1

|yi −
k

∑
j=1

wi jyi j|
2. (5.4)
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Table 5.1: Comparison of PCA and LLE in term of model assumption, complexity, advantage and
limitation.

Comparison PCA LLE
Assumption global linearity local linearity of neighbor points
Model Complexity O(D2N) O(N2P) per interation
Advantage simple and robust for large topology preservation and robust for

data sets with linear structuredata sets with nonlinear structure
Limitation not good for nonlinear data parameters setting affects the accuracy

This embedding cost function is calculated based upon the previous locally linear reconstruction

errors, and the weightswi j are fixed when optimizingyi. In this procedure, the high-dimentional

vector dataxi is mapped one-to-one to the low-dimentional vectoryi. Thus we can apply a cluster-

ing algorithm more simply on this low-dimentional space than on the originally high-dimensional

space.

Applying LLE to 2D Sample Data

Figure 5.5 shows that LLE can fully disclose the nonlinear structure in the data of the 2D Swiss

roll. LLE is capable of unrolling the roll and projecting theoriginal data onto a flat plain. The

topology in the original data is preserved after applying LLE.

5.1.4 Discussion of PCA and LLE

Based upon the discussion above, Table 5.1 gives a comparison of two techniques in terms of model

assumption, complexity, advantage and limitation. In model complexity [25],N means the number

of observations,D is the value of the high dimension whileP is the value of the low dimension.

There are several limitations of LLE, and the biggest one is the parameter setting. It was reported
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by Saul and Roweis [37] that finding good parameters is not so easy as claimed in [32]. In practice,

we have to set two two parameters for LLE; one is the number of neighbor pointsK, and the other

is the regularization factor∆. We repeatedly adjust two parameters until we find an optimumthat

has the least reconstruction error.

5.2 Database Clustering and Clusters Mapping

After a dimensionality reduction technique is used, the data dimensions are reduced and the under-

lying structure in the data has been disclosed. A clusteringalgorithm is employed to partition the

database into small groups of data, in which a series of low-dimensional local models are computed

(see Section 5.3). The quality and rationality of the clustering results are very important to model

learning. This section is the bridge between the dimensionality reduction techniques described in

Section 5.1 and the piecewise linear model building described in Section 5.3.

In this section, we start with a general introduction to dataclustering methods in Section 5.2.1.

In Section 5.2.2 we describe theGaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for data clustering, and in Sec-

tion 5.2.3 we will show how to apply GMM to our data. Finally wediscuss clustering mapping

from the human motion data to the sensor data.

5.2.1 Introduction to Data Clustering Methods

Data clustering is developed to classify data items into groups in term of similarity. Clustering

problems are ubiquitous; thus clustering methods play an important role in many disciplines, such

as statistics, computer science and economics. There are various types of clustering methods.

Typically they are categorized into three types [19]: hierarchical clustering, partitional clustering

and fuzzy clustering.
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• Hierarchical clustering algorithms are popular in applications involving small data sets [19].

The most popular hierarchical clustering methods use an agglomerative approach, which

starts with a initial number of clusters. Similar clusters are merged to form larger clusters

until the desired number of clusters is obtained. There are different ways of measuring the

similarity between a pair of clusters. In single link clustering, the distance between two

clusters is characterized as the minimum distance between all pairs of members from two

clusters. In complete link clustering, the distance between two clusters is characterized as

the maximum distance between all pairs of members from two clusters.

• Partitional clustering algorithms directly partition the data by optimizing a criterion func-

tion instead of using a hierarchical clustering structure.The criterion function is defined

either in a local region (i.e., in a subset of data) or at a global scale (i.e., in the entire data

set). Compared to hierarchical clustering algorithms, partitional clustering algorithms are

less expensive in applications having a large data set [19].However, a common problem

of partitional clustering algorithms is that the algorithms are very sensitive to the selection

of the desired number of clusters, which has to be defined manually by the users. Popu-

lar partitional algorithms arek-means clustering [27], graph-theoretic clustering [48] and

model-based clustering [18].

• Fuzzy clustering algorithms [5, 34] assign degree of membership in several clusters to every

input vector. In fuzzy clustering, an input vector can be assigned to several clusters by means

of proportions summed to 1. The clustering is not an explicitpartition, which allowing some

overlap between clusters; while in partitional clustering, an input vector belongs to one and

only one cluster. This is one key advantage of fuzzy clustering. However, it is not easy to

obtain the proportion values. Additionally, a clear presentation of clusters is required [19],

which indicates the clusters have been labeled for certain meaning.
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As discussed above, all three types of methods have their intrinsic advantages and disadvantages.

A hierarchical algorithm is simple to implement but it is notsuitable for large data set. Fuzzy

clustering needs a clear description of clusters which is not known in the human motion data. Thus

neither is a good option for our problem.

Our approach uses a mixture model for data clustering. Our human motion data is high dimen-

sional and heterogeneous. It usually contains an unknown number of clusters, which meets the

assumption of mixture model-based clustering methods. We use a mixture model to capture such

ambiguities in the data and we assume that the densities meeta multivariate Gaussian distribution.

5.2.2 Model-based Clustering with Gaussian Mixture Model

Model-based Clustering (Single vs Mixture Model)

In addition to human motion data, there exists much data which contains an unknown number of

densities and unobserved variables. A single model cannot adequately represent such data. For

example, given the scores received by students in a midterm exam of a computer animation class,

we may want to classify all the students in this class into different groups according to student

type (e.g. engineer, artist), and then predict final exam scores for them. The score information is a

vector specifying the scores a student received for every question in the midterm exam. We assume

that different types of students may achieve success in different types of questions. Apparently

this ”student type” is unknown but has an influence on the clustering and prediction results. The

unknown information includes the number of student types and the number of students in each

type. The number of types can be determined from the data [6].However, a single model is

incapable of modeling different types and is not able to partition the data in a reasonable way. By

comparison, a mixture model can capture such ambiguous and complex data more precisely.
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Gaussian Mixture Model

There are a number of mixture models. In our approach, we assume the data densities are under

the Gaussian distribution the same as most of the preceding work [19], and we employ a simple

model, i.e., GMM, to segment the motion capture data sets into a number of clusters.

Suppose we have a observation vectorx, wherex can be one ofL possible types. A general mixture

model is defined as follows [42]:

p(x|θ) =
L

∑
j=1

π jP(x| j) , (5.5)

whereL is the number of types andP(x| j) is a conditional distribution.π j is a mixing weight

satisfying 0≤ π j ≤ 1 andΣL
j=1π j = 1, for j = 1. . .L.

GMM considersP(X | j) as a multivariate Gaussian distribution, defined follows:

p(x|θ) =
L

∑
j=1

π jη(x|µ j,Σ j), (5.6)

whereL is the number of clusters andθ = {π j,µ j,Σ j} are the model parameters.π j is a mixing

weight satisfying 0≤ π j ≤ 1 andΣL
j=1π j = 1. µ j and Σ j denote the mean and covariance of

the mixture clusterj. Every cluster has various model parametersθ j, which measure the data

distribution in the specific cluster.

Estimating Mixtures Using Expectation Maximization Algorithm

The model-based clustering problem is to identify the number of mixture components (i.e. clusters)

and to estimate the parameters of each components. In most cases, the expectation maximization

(EM) algorithm is utilized to estimate the parameters in thedata set. The basic EM procedure is
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interpreted as follows [11]: the algorithm begins with an initial estimation of the parameters of

Gaussian mixtures, i.e.θ (0); then iteratively updates the clustering likelihood and the parameters

θ until the achieved likelihood is below a user-defined threshold.

5.2.3 Applying Clustering to the Existing Data

As described above, we need to identify the number of clusters and the parameters for every cluster.

We use the Cluster software package [6] to estimate the number of clustersL which best fit the

motion capture datasetQ. Cluster uses Bouman’s unsupervised algorithm [6] to automatically

estimate parameters of a GMM from sample data. By applying the EM algorithm together with

an agglomerative clustering method, the estimation is based on the minimum description length

(MDL) criteria. Once we know the value ofL, we perform unsupervised classification onQ and

get the model parameter setθ .

As in K-means clustering, GMM based clustering is unlikely to generates the same clustering

results when the procedure is run several times because the EM algorithm usually converges to a

locally optimal solution. It does not guarantee an optimal solution for every run. In practice, we

run the procedure multiple times in order to provide a reasonable result.

5.2.4 Data Mapping

After clustering data setQ, we classify the sensor datasetC = {ct |t = 1, . . . ,N} into L clusters by

a one-to-one mapping fromqt to ct during data synchronization. In our database, all 5,082 frames

are classified into 81 clusters. Figure 5.6 is an illustration of motion capture dataset clustering

and sensor dataset clustering for four consecutive tennis forehand actions. Ideally, a data cluster

should come from several short sequences of motion frames with high similarity. Such clusters
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Figure 5.6: An example of clustering of motion and sensor data sets from four consecutive tennis
forehands. A set of data points with the same color representone cluster. The dataset are plotted in
the top three components of PCA space of motion capture data (a) and sensor data (b), respectively.
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have distinct features that are easily expressed by local models.

5.3 Piecewise Linear Model Building

The clustering algorithm using GMM (Gaussian mixture model) provides a series of clusters with

distinct features which are easily modeled. In the next step, we compute a piecewise linear model

in the reduced-dimensional space for each cluster, which isused for motion synthesis. The local

models are capable of reducing computational expense by constraining the solution space and also

restricting the jitter problem in the motion synthesis phase.

In this section, two types of local linear models, i.e., radial basis function interpolation model

and optimization model are introduced. In Chapter 6, two different techniques relying upon the

interpolation model and the optimization model will be presented.

5.3.1 Radial Basis Function Interpolation Model

Given a number of clusters, each of which consists of motion data and sensor data with a one-to-

one mapping, we build a piecewise local model using Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) [7] for each

cluster. In each local linear model, a set of mapping functions, i.e., RBFs, are built from sensor

data to motion data in the same cluster.

Our problem is stated as follows: for thejth cluster, we can build a local linear model using RBFs

to learn the mapping functionFj : Ra → Rb such that

qi j = Fj(ci j) , (5.7)

whereci j ∈C j = {ci j|i = 1,2, .., p j}, qi j ∈Q j = {qi j|i = 1,2, .., p j} andp j is the number of frames
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in cluster j. a andb are the number of reduced dimensions of sensor data and motion data, respec-

tively. Fj is a mapping function from sensor data space to motion data space. In this model,Fj

consists of a set of radial basis functions, the values of which depend upon the distance between

the input data and the sample data. The radial basis itself has a maximum when the input data is

exactly matched to the sample data, i.e. the distance is zero.

Our radial basis function interpolation model is describedas follows: given a new input sensor data

point c̃t at the time framet, if this data is classified as thejth cluster, the corresponding motion

dataq̃t is generated by interpolating the example motion data. The interpolation is expressed in

Equation 5.8 as follows,

q̃t = Fj(c̃t) = q̄ j +A j

p j

∑
i=1

wi jφ(||c̃t − ci j||) , (5.8)

whereq̃t is the high quality pose we want to synthesize,wi j andφ() are the radial basis function

wegiths and radial basis functions themselves, respectively. || · || denotes a metric – in our case

Euclidian distance. Recall that ¯q j and jth are both parameters in the PCA model. ¯q j is the mean

of motion data in thejth cluster, andA j is the transformation matrix built from the eigenvectors

corresponding to the largest seven eigenvalues of the covariance matrix.

There are several choices forφ(), including Gaussians, multi-quadratics, or thin plate splines. We

chose the Gaussian function,

φ(r) = e−r2/σ2
,

because it is non-linear and provides good results when applied locally. The widthσ , determines

the area covered by the Gaussian function on the data. Since data points are not uniformly dis-

tributed in data space, in order to improve output quality weimplement a dynamicσ [7] dependent

upon the density of local data.
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Thus our RBF interpolation model is

q̃t = Fj(c̃t) = q̄ j +A j

p j

∑
i=1

wi je
−(||c̃t−ci j||)

2/σ2
. (5.9)

In Equation 5.9, all the parameters are known exceptwi j. ci j andqi j are the sample sensor data

and motion data from the clustering of our captured database. c̃t is the new sensor data input.̄q j

andA j are learned from the PCA model.σ is also learned from the existing data.

Model Learning from the Existing Database

The radial basis function weightwi j, for i = 1, ..., p j in a specific cluster numberj, is an unknown

vector in the interpolation model. We derive the value ofwi j by taking advantage of the properties

of radial basis functions. As mentioned, a radial basis function φ reaches it maximum atci j (i.e.

when the distance is zero). By using the local cluster data{c j
i ,q

j
i }, we can solve the linear system

in Equation 5.9 for the unknown weightswi j.

Please refer to the seminal work of Micchelli [28] and the survey by Powell [30] for details of

this interpolation model. Interpolation using radial basis functions has been used for a variety of

applications, such as image warping [2, 33] and motion generation [31].

5.3.2 Multivariate Gaussian Model

A multivariate Gaussian model, also called a multivariate normal model, is a statistical model

satisfying a multivariate Gaussian distribution, which isa generalization of the one-dimensional

Gaussian distribution. As with the RBF interpolation model, we build a Multivariate Gaussian

Model for each cluster. The difference is that the new model is learned from the motion data,

aiming at measuring a-priori likelihood of some pose using the existing motion data in a selected
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cluster.

A probability density function (pdf) for a multivariate Gaussian distribution, wherex ∈ Rd andd

is the dimension ofx, is defined as

N(x; µ,Σ) =
1

(2π)d/2|Σ|1/2
e(− 1

2(x−µ)T Σ−1(x−µ)) , (5.10)

whereµ denotes the mean of the distribution andΣ is ad ×d matrix specifying the covariance of

the distribution.

Based upon Equation 5.10, the multivariate Gaussian distribution in our motion data can be for-

mulated as

N(q̃t |Q j) =
1

(2π)D/2|Λ|1/2
e(− 1

2((q̃t−q̄ j)
T Λ−1((q̃t−q̄ j)) , (5.11)

whereq̃t is a new pose andQ j is the motion data in thejth cluster.D is the dimension of̃qt and

Q j. q̄ j denotes the mean vector of the motion data in the specific cluster Q j andΛ is a D×D

matrix specifying the data covariance.|Λ| is the determinant ofΛ. As in Chai et al. [9], we use the

negative log ofN(q̃t |Q j) to derive a multivariate Gaussian model defined as

P(q̃t |Q j) = ((q̃t − q̄ j)
T Λ−1((q̃t − q̄ j)) , (5.12)

which is used as a model term in the optimization method for motion synthesis. The output of this

model shows the probabilistic distribution of the specific pose in the local region. The smaller the

output value is, the more likely the pose is in the cluster.
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Motion Synthesis

When our system is online, the user attaches eight accelerometers which are embedded in Wii con-

trollers positioned at appropriate body locations. Our system starts receiving a series of accelera-

tion signalsc̃t , t = 1, . . . ,M, whereM is the length of motion, from the accelerometers. Our system

usesc̃t , t = 1, . . . ,M as input to synthesize high quality motion dataq̃t , t = 1, . . . ,M, which is the

animation of a 3D avatar. Compared withq̃t , our control signal̃ct is relatively low-dimensional,

which means that̃ct lacks of much necessary information for controlling animation. In addition,

signals provided by the accelerometers are limited by the accuracy and sensitivity of the equipment

itself. Now the challenge is to determine how to use such a lowdimensional and less accurate sig-

nal to control a high-dimensional motion data with high fidelity.

In this chapter, we explain our approach to motion synthesisusing two techniques, interpolation

and optimization, based upon the piecewise linear models defined in Section 5. Our interpolation

method depends upon the radial basis function interpolation model described in Section 5.3.1.

Similarly, our optimization method depends upon the multivariate Gaussian model described in

Section 5.3.2.

48
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6.1 Motion Estimation with Interpolation

Given the new input sensor datac̃t , wheret is an integer frame number, we apply the piecewise

RBF interpolation models learned from the previous step to synthesize the new high quality motion

q̃t . For the input sensor datãct at framet, we identify its closest cluster by calculating the shortest

distance betweeñct and the mean vectors of all the clusters of sensor data, characterized as̄c j,1≤

j ≤ K. If it is classified as clusterj, we use RBF mapping functionFj() defined in Equation 5.9

to synthesize a new motion data frameq̃t .

6.1.1 Jitter and Motion Post-processing

Motion synthesis using interpolation is likely to generatejitter in the animation. The main reason

is that the motion which is generated frame by frame using interpolation depends upon an unstable

control signal. In the process of motion estimation, the animation highly depends upon the accel-

eration signal̃ct , which is the signal at one frame. Without considering the temporal relationships

between consecutive frames, only spatial information is under consideration. The animation will

be mixed up ifc̃t is unstable. Unfortunately, accelerometers usually provide noisy signals with

many outliers. In our experiments, motion synthesis using interpolation is incapable of guarantee-

ing smoothness in the synthesized motion.

To alleviate the jitter problem, we perform a motion post-processing step. We simply smooth

the synthesized motion datãQ, using a smoothing window size of 8. For eachq̃t , we select a

smoothing window starting from ˜qt−4 to ˜qt+3. The value of a new vector, averaged out over the

consecutive frames, replaces the originalq̃t . The smoothing window starts at the beginning of

motion sequence and moves frame by frame until the end of the animation.
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6.2 Motion Estimation with Optimization

As discussed above, an inherent problem of motion interpolation is the jitter problem, i.e., the gen-

erated animation is not smooth. Motion smoothness is one critical issue in our previous approach.

We solve the jitter problem by using an optimization scheme,in which there exists a smoothness

term in an objective function. Our goal is to generate smoothanimation without post-processing.

Optimization is commonly used in computer animation research, specifically for motion synthesis.

Many constraints and parameters should be taken into account for motion synthesis, e.g. smooth-

ness constraint, control constraint, foot constraint etc.Optimization is a means that can assemble

a variety of constraints and parameters into one objective function. However, the dimension of hu-

man motion is so high that it is very difficult for a motion optimization method to achieve optimal

results in such an unconstrained high-dimensional solution space. Setting reasonable constraints

with relatively low dimension definitely will help solve theoptimization problems. In this thesis,

the piecewise local multivariate Gaussian model presentedin Section 5.3.2 serves this purpose.

During the motion synthesis phase, the user performs actions with only 3D acceleration sensors

(Wii controllers) attached to the body. Using the sensor signalsc̃t , t = 1, . . . ,M as input, we attempt

to synthesize high-dimensional motion dataq̃t , t = 1, . . . ,M, whereM is the length of motion. For

each frame of the input sensor datac̃t , we search in the previously built clustering results of the

acceleration signals databaseC, find the the nearest cluster for the inputc̃t by calculating the

distance betweeñct and the mean vectors of all the clusters of sensor data. Then we use the local

linear model associated with the selected cluster as a hard constraint to delimit the solution space.

Finally we solve an optimization problem to get an optimal poseq̃t at current framet.

In this optimization problem, there exist several crucial factors, such as the selected multivariate

Gaussian models, smoothness and the control signal, that determine the fidelity of the generated

animation. We have three terms in the objective function to deal with. These terms are the model
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term, the smoothness term and the control term, which are designed under the following consider-

ations:

• The model term measures the distance between the synthesized motionq̃t and the “feature”

pose in the selected cluster by calculating the distance betweenc̃t and the mean of all the

clusters of sensor data. The model term measures the a-priori likelihood of the synthesized

pose using the information from the nearest clusters and shows the probabilistic distribution

of the synthesized pose in the local region. The smaller the value is, the more likely the syn-

thesized pose is in the cluster. This term provides a “fundamental” pose which is regulated

by the other terms.

• The smoothness term measures the distance between the current poseq̃t and the previous

two poses ˜qt−1 and ˜qt−2. This term improves the smoothness of the synthesis motion by

limiting the distance between the new̃qt and the previous two frame˜qt−1, ˜qt−2.

• The control term measures the distance between the control signalc̃t and the estimated

signal from the synthesized posẽqt . This term guides the optimization toward the input

sensor signal.

Our problem would be formulated as an optimization problem

argminr̃tE(c̃t , q̃t), (6.1)

where the objective functionE(c̃t , q̃t) can be written as

E(c̃t , q̃t) = (q̃t − q̄t)
T Λ−1(q̃t − q̄t) (6.2)

+ωs||q̃t −2 ˜qt−1+ ˜qt−2||
2 (6.3)

+ωc||G j(q̃t)− c̃t ||
2 . (6.4)
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Notice thatq̃t is represented bỹrt in the low-dimensional space, i.e.q̃t = q̄t +A jr̃t . Equation 6.2

denotes the model term, whereQt is a set of sample motion data in the neighboring clusters for

current signalc̃t . Λ is the covariance matrix forQt and ¯qt is the mean vector.A is the eigenvalue

of Λ. Equation 6.3 denotes the smoothness term, where˜qt−1 and ˜qt−2 are the synthesized poses in

the previous two frames. Equation 6.4 denotes the control term, whereG j(q̃t) is a reverse mapping

function fromQ to C, for estimating the control signal given a poseq̃t . This mapping function is

implemented with a RBF interpolation similar to the one usedfor model learning, but the reverse

in mapping direction. In addition,ωs andωc are weights for the smoothness and control terms,

respectively, satisfyingωs + ωc = 1. In our experiment,ωs = 0.2 andωc = 0.8. Our problem is

nonlinear, and a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is employed to solve this problem.

Each of three terms plays a role in the final synthesized motion. The model term provides hard

constraints in the final solution space, while the control term can make the synthesized motion close

to real motion by minimizing distance between them. The smoothness term is the key driving force

that improves the jitter problem. Moreover, these terms areindependent. For example, if there is

noise in the received signals, the control term would becomeunexpectedly large, but the model

and smoothness terms can help drag the synthesized motion back to the ”right” position.

6.2.1 Advantage and Disadvantage of the Optimization Method

The proposed the optimization method aims at removing the jitter in the generated animation.

The utilization of the smoothness term does alleviate the jitter problem, if not totally remove it,

because the term makes it possible to take temporal information into account. Although choosing

the frame-by-frame fashion for motion synthesis should produce some jitter in the animation, in

practice the generated motion sequence without any post-processing looks smooth and acceptable

(see Section 7.3 for more detail).
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As mentioned, we still use the optimization method in a frame-by-frame fashion similar to the RBF

interpolation method. The computational cost is a significant factor, since the optimization method

is usually computational-intensive. Traditional optimization of spacial and temporal factors over a

relatively long period of time (i.e. space-time optimization) needs a large amount of computational

time to converge, which is suitable for off-line application, but not our approach. Although we

select a frame-by-frame method and carefully tune the parameters to make sure the solution is

flexible, this optimization method is slower than the interpolation method (see Section 7.3 for

more detail). High computational cost is a weakness of our method.

Although optimization is restricted by the high cost in terms of computational time, there exist

various impressive research efforts on this to extend the optimization method to real-time applica-

tions. For example, Chai’s system[9] builds a local statistical model online, which can accelerate

the motion optimization in real-time. The goal of our systemis similar to theirs, where realistic

human motion is reconstructed in a performance capture system exploiting control signals from

lost cost devices. Both systems differ in the input devices and the quality of input signal. They

employ two video cameras and a few reflective markers. Using the the markers’ location as input

signals in an energy function, they can achieve real-time performance. Compared to their input

signals, our accelerometer sensor signals are much noisierwhich takes our optimization function

more time to converge. Choosing more efficient solvers and tuning the parameters more carefully

may help.



Chapter 7

Experimental Results and Numerical

Comparison

In this chapter, we give our results relying upon the approach described previously. We evaluate

the results visually compared with the real video and quantitatively compared with the ground truth

motion. We also show a comparison of results using two dimensionality reduction techniques (i.e.,

PCA and LLE) and two techniques for motion synthesis (i.e., interpolation and optimization).

7.1 Results and Evaluation

Relying upon the database built in the data collection, we test the performance of our system with

two subjects performing various actions. The new sensor signals are used as an input of our system

to produce our on-line animation.

We perform an end-to-end evaluation to measure the accuracyof our system. During capture ses-

sions we also recorded the high quality motions using an optical motion capture system. The

54
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Figure 7.1: Result of motion synthesis using interpolationand PCA. Four different actions (one in
each row) synthesized by our system. Each frame shows on the left side the actual pose and on the
right side the synthesized pose.

recorded high quality motions are used as ground truth that can be compared against the syn-

thesized motion frame by frame. The recorded motions and thesynthesized motions are both

converted from quaternion data to joint angle data for errorcalculation. We then use the normal-

ized Root Mean Square (RMS) distancee to measure the distance quantitatively. The unit ofe is

degrees of freedom per angle.e is defined as below:

e = RMS(q̃k,qk) =

√

∑n
i=1( ˜qk,i −qk,i)2

n
, (7.1)

wherek is the frame index,q̃k is the synthesize motion,qk is the ground truth motion andqk,i is

theith dimension ofqk. Similarly, ˜qk,i is theith dimension ofq̃k.
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Table 7.1: Normalized RMS distance is used to compare, for each action, the synthesized motion
with the ground truth motion captured directly by the optical motion capture system.

Frame Average Processing
Actions Number RMS Time
Basketball shot 302 0.41 5.78 sec.
Tennis Forehand 256 0.21 4.90 sec.
Tennis Backhand 206 0.40 3.94 sec.
Middle Block 160 0.54 3.07 sec.
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Figure 7.2: Synthesized motion compared to the ground truthmotion. Each frame shows on the
left side the ground truth motion and on the right side the synthesized motion.

7.1.1 Results using PCA and Interpolation

Figure 7.1 shows the results using PCA for dimensionality reduction along with interpolation for

motion synthesis, consisting of four synthesized actions:tennis forehand, tennis backhand, basket-

ball shot and karate middle block. The results clearly show that the synthesized motion precisely

captured the poses of the subjects.

Table 7.1 shows the RMS distances for four synthesized motions. Figure 7.2 shows a comparison of

one of the synthesized motions with the corresponding ground-truth motion. The results of visual

and quantitative comparisons show that our low cost system generates motions with the quality

equivalent to that of an expensive optical motion capture systems. In terms of computational

expense, our system is efficient. The motion synthesis is implemented inMatlabr at a rate of

about 0.019 seconds/frame, compared with real time at a rateof 0.016 seconds/frame (for 60
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Figure 7.3: Result of motion synthesis using interpolationand LLE. Two different actions (one in
each row) synthesized by our system. Each frame shows on the left side the actual pose and on the
right side the synthesized pose.

Figure 7.4: Synthesized motion compared to the ground truthmotion. Each frame shows on the
left side the ground truth motion and on the right side the synthesized motion.

frames per second animation).

7.1.2 Results using LLE and Interpolation

Figure 7.3 shows the results using LLE for dimensionality reduction along with interpolation for

motion synthesis, consisting of two synthesized actions: tennis forehand and backhand. Table 7.2

shows the RMS distances for two synthesized motions. Figure7.4 shows a numerical comparison
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Table 7.2: Normalized RMS distance is used to compare, for each action, the synthesized motion
with the ground truth motion captured directly by the optical motion capture system.

Frame Average
Actions Number RMS
Tennis Forehand 256 0.062
Tennis Backhand 206 0.057

of the synthesized motions with the corresponding ground-truth motion.

7.2 Comparison between PCA and LLE

The performance of the system relies on the ability to represent human motion in a low-dimensional

space. Without this low dimensional representation, the clustering algorithm has difficulty in clus-

tering high dimensional data. We attempt to depend on PCA to reduce data dimensionality; how-

ever, as we discussed in Chapter 2, it is hard for a global linear method (such as PCA and MDS)

to model a heterogeneous database which is possibly nonlinear. In comparison, LLE can preserve

the topology in the high dimensional data and compute low dimensional embedding with neigh-

borhood relationships preserving high dimensional data.

In this section, we compare the performance of our nonlinearmanifold learning algorithm (i.e.,

LLE) with the linear learning algorithm (i.e. PCA) for dimensionality reduction. Figure 7.5 plots

the RMS errors of synthesized motion for both methods. It shows that LLE creates more accurate

results than PCA and demonstrates LLE is a more appropriate technique to uncover the underlying

structure of our data.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of construction RMS errors of synthesized tennis backhand motions from
low-dimensional control signals. The average RMS error forPCA is 0.078 degree/joint per frame
while average error of LLE is 0.057 degree/joint per frame. All the test motions are not in the
database.

7.3 Comparison between Interpolation and Optimization

Without post-processing, the synthesized motion using optimization is visually compared with the

synthesized motion using interpolation in Fig. 7.6. Both results are generated by using PCA as

the dimensionality reduction technique and GMM for data clustering. The interpolation method

depends upon the RBF interpolation model while the optimization method depends upon the mul-

tivariate Gaussian model.

In our experiments, we compare two synthesized motion both without post-processing. The mo-

tion generated by interpolation has a serious jitter problem while the motion generated by opti-

mization maintains smoothness in most cases. Our experiments demonstrate optimization makes

much progress with regard to animation smoothness. On the other hand, the interpolation method

generates a motion sequence at an interactive frame-rate while the optimization method has a high

computational cost. For example, generating the motion sequence of around 300 frames (i.e., 5

seconds) of a basketball shot takes the interpolation method only 5.87 seconds while the same

motion takes the optimization method around 5 minutes.
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Figure 7.6: Result of motion synthesis using optimization.Two different actions (one in each row)
synthesized by our system. The first row is tennis forehand, the second row is tennis backhand.

In short, the interpolation method is preferred in a number of interactive applications which require

immediate response at the expense of reduced quality of synthesized motion; by comparison, the

optimization method sacrifices the time so as to generate animation of a higher fidelity.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this thesis, we propose a realistic motion estimation framework to control the animation of 3D

avatars. A prototype system is built upon a small number of Nintendo Wii controllers that are easy

to attach to the human body. Using Wii controllers as input devices, we are able to generate high

quality motion data using our motion estimation framework.

The framework is developed in a data-driven fashion, which includes two phases: model learning

from an existing high quality motion database, and motion synthesis from the control signal. In

the model learning phase, we build a high quality piecewise local model that learned from a large

motion database. We present two different techniques for model learning. Principal component

analysis and locally linear embedding are applied to reducethe dimensionality of human motion

data. We demonstrate that the nonlinear manifold learning model using LLE can identify the

nonlinear structure in motion data more precisely. In the motion synthesis phase, we take a 3D

accelerometer sensor signal as input, and synthesize high-quality motion from the piecewise local

model we learned. We implement an interpolation method and an optimization method for motion

synthesis using the intuitive control signal. We compare the advantage and disadvantage of both

methods with regard to smoothness and computational cost.
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Our system takes advantage of high fidelity and accuracy of data-driven approach, as well as the

intuitive control of 3D accelerometers. The system performs well, which makes it available to a

wide range of interactive applications, such as character control in 3D virtual environments and

occupational training.
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